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01/Chairperson’s Report
The craft and design sector in the Western Cape continues to outperform similar initiatives
nationally, thanks to the growing success of the Cape Craft & Design Institute, under the
leadership of the Executive Director, Erica Elk, with the enduring support of very dedicated staff.
The CCDI has lived up to our mandate to use design as a catalyst for economic growth and
improved quality of life, an example of which is the development of the rural outreach programme
and the Better Living Challenge we have been tasked with implementing.
In response to global trends, the Western Cape Design Strategy, which the CCDI has been
mandated to drive, has identified the need to extend the reach of design services to include the
public, private and civil society sectors. The pending relocation to new premises and its expanded
mandate to encourage design thinking in business and organisational practice across sectors will
facilitate this strategic direction.
As part of our strategic imperative to develop, support and promote design in the Western Cape,
the CCDI supports the participation of craft producers and designers in a growing number of
activities, from the prestigious Design Indaba, Cape Town International Jazz Festival to new
initiatives such as Kamers at the Castle. These became the testing ground for participation as Cape
Town became the World Design Capital in 2014, attracting worldwide attention and new market
opportunities for the sector.
These successes mean that programmes are financially strained in order to fulfil CCDI’s returns on
investment. The programmes require more financial injections in marketing of programmes,
development in the various sectors, including business, incentives for member companies,
database development and, most importantly, capacity development for CCDI staff. Current
funders need to be encouraged to appreciate the impact of their investment – and, as the scope
of sector involvement grows, more businesses should adopt CCDI as part of their CSI.
CCDI exists as a blue print that can be adapted to all corners of South Africa, if anything, to help
develop and grow small businesses in the creative industries, to relieve the unemployment burden
facing our country and growing alternative economic opportunities for the youth. I have learnt
many lessons while serving as Chairperson and will continue to be Ambassador for the brand.
Shado Twala
CCDI Board Chairperson

02/Executive Director’s Report
Our CCDI Business Plan for 2013/14 and the approved Fundraising Budget has proved to be a
continuous Work-in-Progress. The framework provided by our three-pillar strategy - Core, New
Activities, Made! - developed in October 2012, gave us the freedom to explore new opportunities.
However, while there is a certain level of stability in each of our programmes, the funding climate
and general environment is very fluid making concrete planning difficult. We had to manage this
fluidity very carefully, by creating certainty around targets and deliverables where we had funding
commitments, while creating the space to leverage off existing capacity and capability without
diverting our core focus.
The Design Strategy that we are implementing and the WDC2014 have contributed to making the
context very rich with a multitude and seemingly never-ending stream of possibilities. These
include driving developments in the East City, increased international opportunities, as well as an
increased base of partners and funders.
Project opportunities that were brought to us by the WDC2014 include the Better Living Challenge
as a catalytic project of the Design Strategy; School Design Week; Winter Market at the Castle;
Design Strategy for the Western Cape; Wanna Have a Designer Future?; International Residency
Programme; and producing the video ‘Design and Making - The Story of Food’, tracing the
evolution of craft and design through the use of vessels for the preservation of food.
Because of this very dynamic environment, and our willingness to embrace it, we had a very
demanding year, with constant and unpredictable demands being placed on staff at all levels. We
succeeded in securing 34 new funding and project proposals over and above our usual activities,
which created additional pressure but helped us through a financial crunch, and we established
new relationships and improved our reputation.
Among our many highlights this year I will mention the conclusion of Year 1 of the Jobs Fund
project which has invested R7,2 million in 44 companies and has created 104 jobs. We organised a
very successful African Creative Economy conference which was attended by over 360 delegates
from 29 countries (22 from the continent) and we managed to maintain a healthy balance sheet.
We witnessed an explosion of market access opportunities (increasingly on-line based), and we
engaged with the V&A Waterfront on the Red and Blue sheds and long-term vision for
repositioning of craft/design/handmade at the Waterfront.
We deliberately embraced this divergent approach to our mandate and changing context and to a
large extent the strategy has paid off for CCDI which is in a much stronger position – financially
and strategically – than it was at the same time last year.
A very special thanks to all the staff at CCDI who consistently deliver beyond the call of duty. And
to the Board who are very supportive and affirming – even in times of crisis and great demand.
Erica Elk
Executive Director

03/Organisational Profile
The CCDI is a craft and design sector development agency with a mission to develop capable people
and build responsible creative enterprises trading within local and international markets.
We work with craft producers, designers and a wide range of other creative entrepreneurs. Over the
years we have developed a range of activities to improve creative businesses and help them grow.
The CCDI is also mandated to implement the Western Cape Government’s Design Strategy to
identify the key interventions needed to elevate the role that design plays in the province.

04/Our People
During the year various new projects came our way that stretched our implementation and
management capacity but showed that we can be responsive to the needs within our environment.
The staff have risen to the challenge and met the additional responsibilities head on and with
enthusiasm.
An administrator was appointed as Personal Assistant to the Executive Director and as
administrative support to the new Design Support programme funded by DEDAT. A Design Strategy
Programme Manager was also appointed to steer the Design programme.

05/Our Constituency
We are receiving increasing requests for support to craft producers from other provinces as well as
requests to help establish similar CCDI initiatives in other provinces. In particular, we are receiving
queries from Gauteng, Limpopo, KZN, Free State and Eastern Cape. Although we currently do not
have the capacity to engage with these possibilities, we will continue to interact with the provinces
and agencies.

Outputs
Members on the database
Craft Enterprises
Craft Producers
Active craft producers/enterprises
Western Cape
Other provinces

Total
15153
4841
13388
14946
885
1048

06/Our Services
Our main services this year include:
Business Support – developing the capacity for sustainable craft enterprises across the value chain.
Activities include business advice, counselling, mentoring, accredited skills programmes, a workshop
programme covering a wide range of topics from creative skills to managing cashflow, and cluster
networking activities.
Market Support – facilitating market access and increased market share for products made in the
Western Cape. Activities include creating domestic and international market platforms for producers
both direct-to-consumer and business-to-business. This is supported by an in-house order facilitation
service which facilitates the entire order process and helps producers make sales in niche, local and
export markets. The programme also undertakes the general marketing of the Handmade [Cape]
brand to increase market share.
Product Support - supporting the exploration of ideas, materials, techniques and technologies that
enable product refinement and innovation. Activities include providing a well-resourced space with a
wide range of tools and equipment, and skilled staff to provide product support and the innovation
and prototyping of new products.
Rural Outreach – developing the capacity for sustainable craft enterprises in five regions of the
Western Cape – Eden, Overberg, Winelands, Karoo, and West Coast. Activities include capacity and
relationship building and implementing a wide-range of activities as well as supporting producer
access into the Cape Metro.
Design Support - developing demand for design services; supporting designers to develop
sustainable businesses; working to identify skills gaps and develop programmes that address these.
Activities include creating proof-of-concept material demonstrating the value of design, skills
development focused on professionals and learners; and business support for designers.

07/Business Support
The Business Support programme has had a very fruitful and eventful year.
Our flagship workshops Retail Readiness and Profit Prophet (Financial Management) continue to be
extremely popular and very beneficial for participants.
This year Business Support piloted an Emerging Producer Support Programme. This offered an
integrated programme of training, coaching, mentoring and business consultations to emerging
producers who have demonstrated initiative and commitment to their businesses. It provided a
consistent and ‘hand holding’ process for emerging producers to help them grow their businesses
and establish themselves more firmly within their markets.
The CCDI Jobs Fund project, in its second year, continued with site visits to companies within Cape
Town and around the Western Cape. These helped to build our relationship and deepen our level of
insight and understanding into the dynamics of each business. In February, a representative from
National Treasury accompanied our team on monitoring site visits to three of the larger businesses
in the project. Kapula Candles SA in Bredasdorp and Rain Africa in Swellendam hosted factory tours
and feedback sessions. This was followed by a site visit to Avoova in Prince Albert, who were
officially launching their new premises. Their upgraded workspace has been funded through the Jobs
Fund project, and provides improved shelter and production layout and efficiencies for the
company.
The project participants are also making use of the CCDI coaching and mentoring support services.
There have been some other requests for additional strategic mentoring assistance at a high level, to
help people to effectively manage the growth that they are experiencing, and the challenges that
this brings. Feedback from the beneficiary companies has been positive, with most indicating that
they have found the financial and non-financial support provided to be of a high standard, and of
great benefit to them.
Business Support’s mentoring, coaching and consultations continue to be in high demand,
particularly for financial management, QuickBooks training and Marketing. A significant number of
companies have come to us with challenges relating to employment issues.
We have been contracted by the Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) to develop a Craft Business
Manual. Building on the foundation of the Craft Information Handbook and Directory previously
developed by DAC, a need has been identified for a Manual that will systematically, clearly and
creatively assist craft producers in acquiring the necessary knowledge and information to grow their
businesses successfully. The manual has been named “Growing your creative business: a guide for
craft producers and other creatives”.
Business Support is also managing the Technology Innovation Agency (TIA) Design Innovation Seed
Fund (DISF) to the value of R6.5 million. The fund is intended to provide seed funding for design
innovation, particularly in the technology space.

Outputs
Individual businesses supported
Persons trained
Workshops
CCDI support consultations
Individual business assistance/mentorship
Jobs Fund beneficiaries

Total
987
823
88
86
190
44

Business Support highlights
987 - Individuals supported
88 – Workshops

08/Market Support
Trade shows and markets are our main mechanism for providing domestic and export market access
opportunities for our members.
The Market Support programme this year co-ordinated and facilitated access for producers to the
following local events:
Event

Participants

Total Value of Trade (sales and orders)

Decorex Cape 2013

46

R 244 655

IFES Conference

5

R12 670

Decorex Joburg 2013

7

R193 867

SARCDA Christmas 2013

11

R497 964

V&A Waterfront Red Shed
Oct 2013

3

R 17 009

Medical Emergency
Conference

6

R 6 615

Kamers vol Geskenke

34

R 108 934.

Spier Market

42

R 649,651

V&A Waterfront Red Shed
Nov 13 – Feb 14

16

R 157,666

Langa Summer Market

1

R 2,000

Fabricate Pop-Up Shop

1

R 474 801

Design Indaba

16

R 322,685

SARCDA International

9

R 215,845
R 2,902,986

TOTAL

197

In addition, the CCDI in collaboration with the V&A Waterfront is offering producers an opportunity
to market and sell their products at the Red Shed, a prestigious trade area for local craft and design
situated inside the Victoria Wharf Shopping Mall at the V&A Waterfront. The 20m² trade space is
being made available to four producers sharing, for a period of one month at a time. It has been
interesting to see how the enterprises used this experience to re-evaluate the target audience for
their specific product and how they adapted and changed their offering in terms of market demand.
This project was scheduled to conclude on 31 March 2014 but was extended to 30 June 2014 when
the Red Shed is due to close for renovations.

The Export team facilitated the participation of producers in two prestigious international trade
shows. Nine producers took part in the NY Now show in New York from 17 to 21 August, and six
participated in the Maison et Objet show in Paris from 7 to 10 September. The value of trade yielded
from these two events was R385 375 and R136 810 respectively.
The focus of Export has also has been on consultations, mentorship and matchmaking. These oneon-one sessions, although time consuming and intensive, can generate real sustainable growth and
job creation in the individual businesses. They also assist us in gathering valuable trade figures as
well as providing an understanding of some of the very real practical challenges businesses
experience with export.
Order facilitation is being refined to focus on the core area where we see most growth and potential
– the government, corporate and conference accessories and gift markets. Match making will be
focused around opportunities for producers to generate sales.
The Market Support team remains focussed on assisting producers to get product into the market as
without markets there can be no trade and no growth or sustainability of enterprises.

Outputs
Unique businesses assisted
Businesses assisted at events | Order
Facilitation through orders
Matchmaking
Consultations
Events
Previously disadvantaged individuals
Women

Total
352
304
259
121
15
108
207

Market Support highlights
Trade events - 15
Value of trade (orders | sales) - R5 384 434

09/Product Support
The Product Support Space is a facility where people are assisted in exploring ideas and processes
around product. Emphasis is placed on working with the individual to assist them with refining their
existing product or developing prototypes of new products.
An ‘assisted DIY” approach is used in which the individual does the required work with the assistance
of an Advisor. Users of the space can engage with a range of technologies, production processes and
materials to find what is appropriate to use in relation to their ideas and products.
Orientation Workshops introduce producers to the range of tools and processes available in the
Product Support Space. This is particularly beneficial to producers who are new to the CCDI, as they
can gain a deeper understanding of the equipment and technology available. Many participants
usually return for consultations which often leads to experimentation and prototyping in materials
and processes outside of their comfort zones.
The Research and Design Area consists of a research space containing reading and reference
material, as well as computers for product-related research on the internet. The design area has
computers and software that are used to create and modify digital designs for print and online
media, as well as for digital fabrication on machines such as a laser or vinyl cutter, milling machine,
3D printer or embroidery machine. Where possible open source software is used so that it is freely
available to users who have access to computers outside the space. Tools for assisting with designs
include a scanner and graphics tablet. A colour inkjet printer and printers for sublimation and fabric
transfer printing are also available.
The Tool Room is split into areas according to process, such as mould making, laser cutting,
thermoforming, spot welding and heat processes, woodworking and 3D printing, scanning and
milling. The laser cutter remains the most widely used machine.
Consultations are the core activity of the Product Support programme, however it also hosts
orientation sessions, workshops and innovation activities. Producers, students and other members
of the public can make appointments to have one-on-one consultations with our team of Advisors.
In these hour-long discussions users can explore ways in which to refine their existing product,
prototype new products or create aids in making or marketing their products.

Below are examples of consultations that have taken place:
Margaret Motsoene
Margaret Motsoene, a craft producer based in Hermanus, came to develop a custom soap that
would be both unique and serve as a means of branding her product. She began by scanning in her
hand-drawn design, which she then edited on the 2D software. These were digitally retraced in 3D
software. The digital design was then altered to give it a specific depth and scale. The model was
then milled out of Supawood and cast using silicon rubber.
Cheryl Mulligan
Cheryl first came to the Product Support Space for an Orientation session. She returned to explore
the possibility of creating beads that were unique and different from those available commercially.
She extracted the outlines from photos of the Big Five animals, which were then converted to vector
lines for laser cutting. The cutting was done into 1mm Perspex, creating a new bead.
Phillip Mbusi
Phillip Mbusi creates art and sculptures from found materials, used wire, and fabric painting. He
makes large platters, which can be displayed as wall art, and he converts some of them into clocks.
He used the laser cutter in the Product Support Space to engrave details and cut African animals out
of wood – these are positioned as the numbers for his clocks.
Outputs
Producers assisted
Students
Other participants
Consultations
Previously disadvantaged individuals
Women

Total
818
281
114
1213
410
635

Product Support highlights
1 213 consultation sessions
818 producers assisted

10/Rural Outreach
A series of workshops were organised in the regions that were aimed at inspiring participants to be
more innovative about their products, and to introduce them to the concept of Design Thinking to
stimulate new ideas.
The workshops were held with producers in Ceres, Vredenburg, Mossel Bay, Oudtshoorn, George,
Knysna, Plettenberg Bay, Stellenbosch, Hermanus, and Genadendal.
The success of these workshops was due in part to the partnerships we had with regional partners
such as the local tourism office or the municipality. In Plettenberg Bay and Mossel Bay
representatives from government departments who do not have a historical partnership with CCDI
attended the workshops.
A visit to the CCDI was also organised for 18 participants from Eden, the Winelands and the
Overberg. The visit, which took place over three days, included a visit to the Design Indaba Expo, The
Castle, where an excellent exhibition of ceramics was on view, the Slave Lodge, and District 6
Museum, where there was an additional exhibition of products from Helsinki and the South African
National Gallery. The aim of this weekend was to inform participants of the different cultures in
Cape Town and expose them to a variety of works involving different processes.

11/Design Support
In the lead-up to Cape Town’s designation as the WDC2014, the Western Cape Design Strategy was
launched at the Premier's Skills Forum (PSF) on 18 September. CCDI Executive Director Erica Elk
presented the strategy and we distributed a summary document titled “Design – Driving Competitive
Advantage in the Western Cape – A Strategy for Design to Unlock Innovation”.
The 20-page publication gives a high-level overview of the strategy, outlining our main areas of focus
and action. This includes a framework that was created by the CCDI to categorise design disciplines
into the five most prevalent types of design in the Western Cape economy – Product/Surface;
Systems Design; Service/Interaction; Enviro/Spatial; and Communication.
The Design Support Programme conceptualised and managed a 36m² collaborative stand for the
Design Indaba which brought together design content from WCG, WDC2014, WESGRO and the CCDI.
As the CCDI broadens our audience in the design space, this was an important event at which to
have a strong presence. The stand was a great success, generating much visitor interest. It
introduced visitors to the Western Cape Design Strategy, CCDI’s support services and featured 12
WDC2014 projects.
The Better Living Challenge was launched on 31 January 2014 as a flagship project of the Design
Strategy Programme and to coincide with the WDC2014.
The Challenge will enable the CDI to:
•
•
•
•
•

Build relationships with the design and business community
Act as an enabler in the concept-to-market value chain
Match-make designers with industry, hopefully creating positive case studies demonstrating
the value of design within business
Better understand the needs of designers and create services that speak to these needs
Demonstrate the power of design to improve quality of life through promoting and facilitating
production of innovative products and designs

The Design Support programme also produced the ‘Wanna have a Designer Future?’ publication
aimed at high school students who are making their subject and career choices (Grade 9 – 12). It
explores 17 design professions. Each profession is embodied by an animated character showing the
skills and characteristics needed as well as the kinds of activities that make up each job. The
publication falls within the 'Develop' pillar of the Design Strategy, which focuses on developing
design competencies. The publication was launched at the One Stop Shop careers expo at the Open
Design Festival in August.

12/Communications
The Communications programme works to build and maintain the profile, communication and
information channels of the CCDI and the sector. Our activities include producing a monthly
newsletter; maintaining our digital media channels and managing the CCDI website. Other sector
promotion activities include media liaison; organising exhibitions and events; and producing
promotional material such as brochures and pamphlets.
We have embarked on a new communications strategy to reflect our wider mandate which now
includes Design. This strategy includes an extensive rebranding exercise for all printed and
electronic material. The audit of all material is taking place, and is expected to be completed by end
April, and its implementation will have far-reaching effects for the organisation.
The CCDI pamphlet was completed and printed in February 2014. The pamphlet gives a concise
overview of the organisation and the four main programmes. It then maps out eight steps that new
clients can use to access our services. The pamphlet clearly articulates the different user groups who
can access CCDI’s services, ensuring that designers feel welcome. 3000 pamphlets were printed, with
approximately 1500 distributed at Design Indaba.
Our monthly newsletter or info-mag has deepened in sector specific content. The newsletter seeks
to be informative, but also aspirational or motivational, looking both to our past and our future,
providing a context within which business is run in the Cape in the 21st Century. Each of the CCDI
programmes has a dedicated section in the newsletter. The Business Support programme
contributes towards ‘Creative Enterprises’; Market Support towards ‘Exploring Exports’; and Product
Support towards ‘Technology – tools for your Trade’. The largest section in the info-mag is
Celebrating Design – which reflects the widened direction of CCDI activities, and celebrates 2014 –
Cape Town World Design Capital.
The CCDI successfully fulfilled our role as the implementing agency of the African Creative Economy
Conference which took place at the historic Cape Town City Hall from 6 to 9 October 2013. The
conference drew over 300 delegates from 29 countries. The success was also thanks to the
professional conference organiser, Imfunzelelo, which we contracted to assist with arrangements,
and they ensured that the conference matched the highest standards of professionalism, and that
delegates received the best Cape Town welcome and hosting.
Our exhibition The Story of Food – from then to now has been accepted as an official project of the
Cape Town World Design Capital 2014 programme. The focus of the exhibition will be on the storage
and presentation of food – from then… to now… and into the future. Iziko Museums will contribute,
from their collections, items of storage for different types of foods and drink, made from different
materials, and from different eras. The making-by-hand of all these items harnessed the skill of
Design. We are working on the project in partnership with Iziko Museum’s Social History
Department and exhibition designer, Aidan Bennetts. The exhibition will be on from 12 May to 12
October 2014 in the Good Hope Gallery of the Castle, Cape Town.

The traditional media programme has been particularly successful this year - the total value of
media coverage for 2013-14 was R9 597 314 - 316% or more than three times higher than in 2012-13
which was R3 040 903.

Communications highlight
R9 597 314 - Total AVE coverage

